All you need is an operator.

Putting you first keeps us first.
The Heil 7000 side loader is the most advanced and efficient refuse collection system available today. One operator, who seldom leaves the comfort of the cab, does the work of a typical three or four man crew to substantially lower direct labor costs.

**Higher productivity.**
In-cab controls allow the operator to reach, grasp, dump and return the container in one smooth continuous motion. The operator can load and go in eight seconds and then continue on to the next stop, collecting up to 1,100 homes per day. Faster service with less manpower allows for combining of routes for peak efficiency.

**Load and go in 8 seconds. Collect without leaving the cab.**

---

**Clean discharge**
Without leaving the cab, the driver can raise the tailgate and tilt the body for clean discharge at the landfill.

**Automatic latch and unlatching tailgate**
One lever inside the cab, automatically unlatches and opens the tailgate. An indicator light shows the driver when either the body is up or the tailgate is open.

**Packing panel**
A push button control inside the cab starts the packing panel which compacts and forces material to the back of the body. The packing cycle time is approximately 14 seconds. It can pack between stops (optional).

**Operating controls**
In-cab feathering air controls allow the operator to dump curb-side containers. Two additional positive cable controls enable the driver to latch and unlatch the tailgate and raise and lower the body without ever leaving the cab.
Lower total labor cost.
Because manual lifting of heavy cans is eliminated and the operator stays in the cab, users have reported workmen's compensation cost savings as high as 75%. Many users also report less worker fatigue, increased productivity, higher morale with less absenteeism and less employee turnover.

Heil. The best is now better.
When the Heil 7000 was introduced in 1981 it was the quality standard in the industry. Today it's even better! That's because we listen to our users and continue to build in improvements year after year for faster collection, lower operating costs and maximum dependability. And best of all, the homeowners like the curb-side collection system because the big containers are easy to handle and easy to roll. Heil 7000. Automatic savings. Year after year.

Lift mechanism
Operation is air over hydraulic with 2,000 lbs. of lift at any extension. It dumps from a full extended position and returns container to original location without retracting. Total cycle time is less than eight seconds. Simple design and fewer moving parts make the Formula lift the most reliable in the industry.

Effects up to 1,100 homes per day.*

FEATURES:

- Available in 24 and 33 cubic yard bodies.
- Large 3 cubic yard hopper capacity.
- Meets all ASNI specifications.
- Prompt availability of Heil parts and service.
- Industry's largest distributor network.

*Call or write for actual case histories.
HEIL HALF/PACK FRONT LOADER
Low maintenance, high productivity and proven performance. One body size available; 40 cubic yards.

HEIL FULL/PACK FRONT LOADER
Features that have become the industry’s standard, plus much more. Four body sizes available: 28, 31, 34 and 36 yard bodies.

HEIL FORMULA 4000
Best mid-range rear loader with proven performance and solid construction. Four body sizes: 16, 18, 20 and 25 yard bodies.

HEIL FORMULA 5000
The industry’s leading high compaction rear loader. Four body sizes available: 18, 20, 25 and 32 yard bodies.

THE HEIL CO.
Solid Waste Systems
P.O. Box 8676 • Chattanooga, TN 37411
Telephone (615) 899-9100